Abstract
Introduction
Religion remains a main element in ancient Egypt life, everyday and its close association to the afterlife/ life after death. Consequently, the ancient Egyptians were interested in many branches of science related to primarily the ancient Egyptian beliefs. Astronomy was one of those promoted branches of sciences; it was related to faiths, especially the solar dogma. Besides this was a link between astronomy and the ancient Egyptian religious aspects. Furthermore, the ancient Egyptian daily life aspects included the observation of the star of ¤pdt / Sirius / Sothis appearance and disappearance in the sky that related to the Nile flood, a reason for the development of astronomy in ancient Egypt. The process of stars observing was a profound impact on the later knowledge of celestial objects called with names related with astral dogma.
When observing and learning about certain stars, it was noticeably divided into individual or singular and gather or set of moving within the stellar constellation. Thus, use the term astral entity, which is equivalent to the term constellation, the unity of a group of stars combined by common traits in their structure. Astral entities monitored by the ancient Egyptians, who knew that the sky was divided into northern and southern hemispheres separated by a winding channel called Mr-n-xA, each section contains astral entities which has unique cosmic qualities that distinguish them from other stars. The ancient Egyptians believed that the astral shapes were mainly entities located in the northern hemisphere, some of them are polar and others are non-polar according to the scope of the proximity and distance from the center of the northern section. Examples of these astral entities exist in the northern hemisphere; a set of immortal stars Ixmw-sk. While the ancient Egyptians considered that the constellation located in the southern hemisphere was a set of non-polar stars including a group of moving stars called Ixmw-wrD. According to the ancient Egyptians' point of view the cosmic phenomena were linked to his religious beliefs; these two constellations were a major part of the ancient Egyptians' religious beliefs. The ancient Egyptians tried carefullly to identify the secrets of his surrounding universe and the beginnings of creation, as well as the nature of heaven and the celestial bodies that move in it through his daily observations of what surrounds him from natural and cosmic phenomena [1, 2] . The sky was the place of stars and planets, where the observer watched boundless heavens including bright spots of variable brightness known as stars [3, 4] . The renowned stars appear on the horizon after sunset then the less illustrious appear with darkness; moving from the east to the west, as is the moon at night and the sun by day [5] . During the day stars are not shown because the sunlight prevents its vision [3, 4] , The stars are shining objects that the ancient Egyptians saw in the sky at night, and believed that these stars are descend from a sky dome at night and during the day they are hang from it by chains or ropes [6] . That was inscribed by the term that includes a determinative of the night grH ;
. Noticeably, the end of the chain was free and through which the stars could appear during the day and disappear in the sky (Nwt), while being lowered at night and brighten the darkness of night [7, 8] .
The linguistic structure of Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD in ancient Egyptian language
The linguistic structure of Ixmwsk and Ixmw-wrD in the ancient Egyptian language reflects their developed forms of writing in different linguistic times, as will be seen in the following:
Ixmw-sk
This linguistic term ixmw-sk consists of two words, first is ixmw, which is the plural of ixm which means "unaware" (a) [9] . Furthermore, it is a derivative participle of a trilateral, intransitive and weak verb xmi which means "unaware of" (b) [9, 10] . Occasionally the word ixm was reduced to the forms of either or , which is usually found among the names of stars (c) . [9] As for the 2 nd word sk, it is derivative of a trilateral, transitive and weak verb ski which means "to destroy or die" (d) [11] ; usually this form comes with the term ixm-sk (e) [12] . Thus, the term ixm-sk can be translated literally to mean "Which does not know to die", also it can be come with the immortality meaning and can be written in the following way (f) [12] . This term was launched in the plural form on a set of northern polar stars known as the "stars that can't be destroyed" or "the eternal stars that do not know the demise" (g) [11] . The term was written with several forms like (h) [9] . It should be ment-ioned that the term ixmw-sk was given to the passengers of the night boat of god Ra during its voyage to the afterlife (i) [12] .
Ixmw-wrD
This linguistic term consists of two words Ixmw which was mentioned previously, and the other was wrD which is a derivative of a trilateral, transitive and strong verb which means "weary" (j) [9] . It was sometimes written and uttered as wrd (k) [11] ; therefore, the term ixm-wrD could be translated literary to mean "Which does not know weary". Idiomatically, this term in the plural form of a set of moving stars does not change (l) [11] . These are both a set of southern and non-polar stars (m) [12] . The term was written in several forms like (n) [12] . As previously mentioned the term ixmw-wrD was given to the passengers of the night boat of god Ra during its voyage to the afterlife (o) [12] .
3. The writing forms of Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD in the different stages of ancient Egyptian language By studying the written forms of the two terms ixmw sk and ixmw wrD in the different phases of linguistics, starting from the old Egyptian, then middle Egyptian and ending with the late Egyptian, along the changing of determinatives and replacing the signs with literal and idiomatic meanings of the word. Furthermore, the different ways of writing linguistic signs in the ancient Egyptian sources through its linguistic phases which appear as follows: 3.1. The old Egyptian linguistic stage 3.1.1.
Ixmw-sk
The usual appearance of the term ixmw sk was in the pyramid texts; the term ixmw was consistently written with the pronunciation i-x-m-w then followed by the determinative indicating denial and unawareness (p) [13] . The word sk was written in its simple form sk, followed by the determinative indicative astronomical entity of an astral shape. However, it should be kept in mind that there are other forms of writing it. Many previous signs were mentioned in the pyramid texts of the latter astral entities; according to the ancient Egyptian beliefs the pyramid texts have mentioned the admissibility of the deceased king in eternity through his incorporation with the heavenly northern stars that do not die or disappear mentioned in the following:
(q) [14] .
DAA (N) ir aHa.f Hr gs iAbty n pt m-a.s mHty m-m ixmw-sk
"The deceased king passing (crossing) until he stands on the eastern side of the sky, in the Northern part among Timeless stars (imperishable stars)" (r) [15] .  Remarks and comments 1-The ancient Egyptian used the verb "DAi" in the writing of the form "DAA" because the sign "A" was used twice to indicate the continuity of the ascension to the heavenly world, and therefore has also been used in the full form "ir" as the preposition "r" means "till". Furthermore, the full form prepositions were used to assert the continuity of the deceased's ascension in order to obtain immortality similar to the timeless stars "ixmw-sk "
.
2-
The writer referred to the eastern side of the sky, using the Nesba Form in the term iAbty. Also, he added the indirect-genitive using the masculine single article n added to rather than the feminine singular article nt.
3-The ancient Egyptian used the Nesba
Form to express the northern part of the sky in the term mHty. Syntax of the term mHt means "North", to confirm that the northern hemisphere is the home of the eternal stars that do not destroy.
4-
Then used the direct genitive in the expression ixmw-sk to indicate the undestroyed stars in the northern hemisphere, which cross to gain immortality in the afterlife/the the everlasting life.
Ixmw-wrD
Ixmw-wrD is a term which usually appears in pyramid texts as previously mentioned. While the word wrD was written in its usual form starting with the bilateral sign wr, followed by the phonetic complement r, then the sign D as , finally the determinative followed by the plural signs . But the notes in spell 1171 of the pyramid texts (t) [14] , where the substitution in the word ixmw written as , so the determinative was in the middle, which known as "Orthographic substitution", means replacement in the order of signs, for the purpose of using signs in the available space in the best possible way. Then the alphabetical substitution becomes the usual method in the words writing (u) [16] . On the foregoing, the pyramid texts mentioned that the deceased king accompanied the moving star (which does not go away) in the sacred [ [17] , where the word was written sk , followed by the determinative of star followed by the plural signs. Whilst the word ixmw in its usual form discarded using the w sign and writing . Noteworthy, there are other forms of its writing. For example, as in the coffin texts there are several signs for these astral entities; coffin texts referred to the deceased to rise to heaven to enjoy the company of the timeless stars, which do never disappear (y) [17] . This was mentioned in [17] .  Remarks and comments 1-The preposition r comes in its full form meaning "to" and it was preceded by the sign I as: .
2-The writer used the linguistic syntax
Ixmw-sk as direct genitive to express a set of timeless stars that the deceased looked forward to rise to the heavens and become an undying star.
3-
The term abA means a scepter, it appeared in pyramid texts as abA (aa) [14] , while the term iAAt also means scepter (bb) [11] . Similarly, it appeared in pyramid texts as iAAt (cc) [18] .
Ixmw-wrD
The ancient Egyptians added at this determinatives' phase which was not used in the linguistic writing of the old Egyptian phase. The term wrD (dd) [17] was written as follows:
, then a determinative of a man extended his arms signifying exhaustion (ee) [13] [17] .  Remarks and comments 1-The article in preceded the subject, the word wtTw to conclude its meaning "what his procession crew said" or "the speech of his procession crew".
2-
The writer used the plural sign nfA to refer to "what his procession crew said", but noted that it came also in other written forms such as:
, , (gg) [19] . However, the writer added the sign I between the signs n, f on one side and the sign A on the other side, which was written in the form of . 3-The ancient Egyptian writer used the linguistic syntax ixmw-wrD as a direct-genitive to refer to "the moving stars that do not destroy or go away". The apposition formula was also used (hh) [20] in the syntax iswt wiA.f of the exchange term ixmwwrD through a clear association of these astral entities representing the crew of sacred boat of god Ra (ii) . [21] . Of the latter there is a text from the tomb (kk) of (ll) Nfr-rnbt which stated (mm) [22] (nn) [23] [24] [25] [26] . There are different praying and greeting invocations in the religious hymns to the gods like:"_wA Imn-Ra" [2, 27] ; "_wA Mnw" [28] , and "_wA @apy" [29] .
The term trwy came in a dual form adding wy, indicating the night and day.
3-The writer used the syntax ixmw-sk
to express the direct genitive, to refer to the god Ra and Itm, also the procession crew of the timeless stars, which do never disappear. 4-The writer used the syntax adjectival form with the syntax described imnttnfrt, in the feminine form. Also, this adjective might be known as a feminine adj. form. 5-The ancient Egyptians called the westerners or people of the afterlife using Nesba-Form, in the term imntyw of the word imntt which means the west. 6-The direct genitive, as well as the indirect genitive were used in the statement sS pr-HD n pr Imn and the apposition of the syntax of mAa-xrw originally was kn-rA. In the syntax mwt-m-wiA was originally snt.f nbt pr SmAayt n Imn, all the latter were reflexive titles or adjectives then later were used as the optative sDm.f in the syntax di.k (mA.i tw) (oo) . [31] , was identified as ixmw-wrd written as part of a text in TT 100 in the form at Qurna. The tomb belongs to a vizier by the name Rx-mi-Ra (ss) [32] . This is an example of replacement of the sign w with the signs x and m. Of the latter, the researcher thinks that the terms ixmw-sk and ixmw-wrD were developed by the late linguistic phase and written iwxm sk or iwxm wrd respectively. As for the orthographic substitution, it began by the New kingdom era and later became necessary to write them down in the later periods. In chapter 102 of the Book of the dead, the papyrus of Nw (tt) , mentions the following (uu) [33] .
Ixmw-wrD

r(A)-n-hAt r wiA n Ra Dd mdw in Nw i wr m wiA.f in.wi r wiA.k xrp.i sqdwt.k m irwt.k iptn nty m iwxmw-wrd "A spell to get off the boat of god Ra, recitation by Nw, "O" great one in his boat, to your boat you brought me to control your crew, to accomplish your tasks, which are within the timeless stars (which do not go away)".  Remarks and comments
1-The text begins with the sentence r(A)
-n hAt r wiA n Ra the title of chapter
No.102 in the "Book of the Dead". It is noted that this sentence had begun with the prefix word r(A),while the word hAt came as an infinitive for a trilateral and weak verb hAi, that justifies adding sign t (vv) [13, 34] . Also, the infinitive was added indirectly through n sign as a genitive article (ww) [13] . So in the spell "to get off the boat of Ra" when the whole sentence is translated it becomes clear and is worth mentioning the infinitive uses that became titles of religious books [20] .
2-The sentence Dd mdw in Nw usually
comes as an introduction for religious texts. The word Dd came as a bilateral true verb Dd, which explains why the sign t was not used in the word. The word mdw came as object on the original subject Nw, which was preceded by the article in which means "by" [20] . 3-The writer did not use an preliminary article to call or to venerate, except in a few cases, the expression was through the context of the speech (xx) [9, 20] . In religious hymns, the ancient Egyptians used the article i to call which is more common than hA ; also used for the same purpose. These articles used at the beginning or at the end of the sentence were seldom to come in the middle of a sentence (yy) [9, [13] [14] [15] 18, 34, 35] . 4-The dependent pronoun (wi) came as an object to the verb in, while the subject Ra was removed. The caller is the suffix pronoun of the second person k masculine. The sentence might be passive including the removal of the passive pronoun tw, thus the sentence in.tw.wi was translated as "brought".
5-
The composed demonstrative adjective iptn refers to the plural form which has been used since the middle linguistic phase. It usually comes after the name attached with a suffix pronoun (zz) [13, 34] , and thus written in other forms to refer to the plural form , . In the following forms it indicates duality , (aaa) [11] . 6-The writer used the syntax ixmwwrD to refer to the direct-genitive form which is the crew of the sacred [night] boat of god Ra. The term ixmw was substituted by the w sign which came before the signs x, m.
Thus, the word written , it should originally be written in the form as a system of writing the linguistic syntax during the New kingdom era (bbb) .
Symbolism of differentiation between Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD in ancient
Egyptian language Studying astral entities ixmw-sk and ixmw-wrD and their role in ancient Egyptian astronomical circles clarified the importance of these two entities similar to the other constellation Msxtyw and ¤AH.
Ixmw-sk
The ancient Egyptians considered the northern stars to be located in the northern hemisphere while the stars that revolve around the northern pole were named "Mr-n-xA". These stars were classified according to their proximity to the Northern pole and were divided into two groups, fig. (1) .
Figure (1) The division of the northern star to Polar and Non-polar stars (after Wallin, 2002) The nearest stars to the North Pole are classified as polar stars that never set on the horizon and keep rotating around the North Pole every night of the year. While the distant stars, comparatively, of the pole are classified as non-polar stars that rise and set on the horizon every night, permitting their appearance for short intervals of the night [6] . The astral entity Ixmw-sk is classified in the first group as polar stars in the northern hemisphere [6] .While Krauss believes that Ixmw-sk includes all stars that are located to the north of the ecliptic, fig. (1), which was defined by the ancient Egyptians as xA channel [36] , which means a winding channel [34] , the stars that could be individually seen every night [36] . So the ancient Egyptians knew the Ursa major constellation and named it Msxtyw, fig. (2) . They considered it as the most important feature of the northern hemisphere, which consists of the seven brightest stars. The word Msxtyw was followed by two determinatives as:
, and written as follows:
(ccc) [9] . Figure ( 2) The constellation of Msxtyw (after Locher, 1985) .
The determinative of a hook was used in the opening of the mouth ritual, followed by the determinative of star in reference to its astronomical nature. Also the word was written (ddd) [9] , followed by a determiative of a bull's thigh, then by a determinative of a star. It was sometimes written with a determinative of a seated god [6] , perhaps this was in reference to the worship of the bright stars. The use of these two determinatives was not accidently, as the ancient Egyptians saw these stars in the sky take the shapes of these two determinatives, figs. (3-a, b). [37] The ancient Egyptians introduced the term msxtyw as a set of polar stars; this term Msxtyw was used astronomically to refer to northern stars. Furthermore, Krauss believed that the (eee) [14] .
Ixmw-wrD
The ancient Egyptians named stars in the southern sky Ixmw-wrD which means "a set of moving stars that do not know weary". They are a group of stars that are distanced from the North Pole including a series of non-polar stars and moving planets. So the ancient Egyptians believed these stars to be located in the southern hemisphere, fig. (1) . In the coffin texts spell No.53, 241, a-b stated a group of five tireless stars "Ixmw-wrD" were mentioned as follows:
(fff) [17] iw.k Hna anxw Ixmw-wrD 5 imyw pt "You're with the five tireless stars those which are in heaven" Krauss explains this spell as a reference to the path of these stars, which follows the path of the star ¤AH in the southern hemisphere [38] . This interpretation increases the probability of including the group Ixmw-wrD on a set of linked stars as proven by the name of Ixmw-wrD means the stars "Which do not know weariness" and reflects the nature of astrological moving to these stars that located in the southern hemisphere [6] . [9, 39, 40] . These are a group of five rotating planets; Venus and Mercury, which the ancient Egyptians named "the morning and evening stars", whilst Mars was called the "Red Hur", Jupiter the "sparkling star", and finally Saturn named the "Bull Hur" [39, 41] . The ancient Egyptians considered Msxtyw the most significant feature of the northern hemisphere, and considered ¤AH the most central feature of the southern hemisphere as it was written in the form , a constellation which took a star determinative, as well as a seated god . It should be noted that the nature of the stars making up the ¤AH constellation was and still is a matter of debate among Archeastronomers, which remains undecided [6] . The researcher proposes there is a relation between the constellations IxmwwrD and the ¤AH, and this hypothesis was based on spell No.124 of the coffin texts which states the following (iii) [17] .
nw.Tn sbAw pw ¤AHw n ¤AH
"These are your five stars belonging to Orion star ¤AH" So that indicates the group ¤AH is composed of five stars (jjj) [38] . Furthermore, the group of Ixmw-wrD is composed also of five-stars, so probably there is an applicable link to study such link, the existence of this should be developed by a simple comparison between both of constellations IXmw-sk and IXmw-wrD, which is the same link between the groups Msxtyw and ¤AH. The latter is highlighted by the scenes depicted on the coffin of Itf-ib which found in tomb No.20 of Assiut dating back to the first intermediate period and now preserved at the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities, Je. 36444, fig. (4) (kkk) [42] [43] [44] [45] . 
Symbolism of differentiation between Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD in Ancient Egyptian beliefs
The ancient Egyptians tried carefully to monitor the stars and become aware of majority matters appertaining to religion in order to perform the religious rites and the ceremonies. Therefore, they give the astral entities of Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD a lot of interest.
Ixmw-sk
The ancient Egyptians consider Ixmw-sk holy celestial entities and treat them as immortal gods in the northern hemisphere. This was confirmed several times in the pyramid texts such as spell. 818-c, were mentioned as follows: (lll) [18] Sm.k n nTrw ipf mHtyw Ixm-sk "You can go ahead [ascend] to those northern gods, the timeless stars" (mmm) [14] . Also, spell380, b) which states the following: (nnn) [14] NTrw ipf sbqw sAw Ixmw-sk "The wise (and) guardians gods are the timeless stars". Also, spell "1080, a" which mentions the following: (ooo) [14] NTrw ipw mHty pt Ixmw-sk "Those northern sky' gods are the timeless stars" [46] The ancient Egyptians often give the word Ixmw-sk a determinative of a seated god [6] . Thus, such stars were interpreted as a head of @r, face of Mxnty-irty, ears and twin eyes of Itm"^w and &fnwt ", nose of Inpw, teeth of ¤pdw and hands of @apy and _wA-mwt.f [47] . This was revealed in the pyramid texts spells 148-149 (ppp) [14] . Therefore, such classification was not unintentional but according to certain deities' characteristics those stars represent Anubis the jackal who was known for his strong sense of smell, who guarded the cemetery with his nose. Likewise the teeth of ¤pd as it were known for sharp teeth [47] .So in order for the deceased king to ascend along with the great gods and become Wsir. Afterwards, he needs to join with Ixmwsk to be able to enjoy everlasting life in the afterlife. This is clear through the two holes on the north wall of the vault located in the northern-eastern side of the step pyramid of the King Djoser at Saqqara, fig. (5) .There lies the statue of King Djoser KA facing the northern star, and the two are considered as a channel of communication between the KA of the king and the northern timeless stars Ixmw-sk, in order to help the process of unification between the KA of the king and those stars [36] . Furthermore, there is a text refer to the personification of the deceased king with Ixmw-sk for merger with Wsir; as reported in the spell No.684 of the pyramid texts [48] . This personification was done through the goddess Nwt, that was according to what written on a statuette of the King Tutankhamun were mentioned the following: (qqq) 
hA mwt.i Nwt psS.T Hr.i di.i m ixmw-skw imy.T "(O) My Mother Nwt which is outspread above me, [would you] reform me as the immortal stars that are inside you"
The embodiment with those stars begin since putting the deceased' coffin in the tomb and continue with the rite of mouth' opening. The ancient Egyptian links between this rite and those stars through the tool of mouth' opening [6] . May be that due to the distribution of the group Ixmw-sk in the northern hemisphere is similar to the form of that tool, fig s . (2, 3) [37] . Furthermore, it followed by a determinative of a bull's thigh [6] . The bull's thigh is an offering of the deceased after completion of the rite of mouth' opening for achieve his rebirth, and was represented as follows, fig. (6) Figure (6) The rite of opening of the mouth to the king Tutankhamun that linked with a special feature of the bull' thigh/Msxtyw (after Roth, 1993) .
Therefore, some scholars consider that the distribution of that group in the northern hemisphere is similar to the shape of a bull's thigh, fig s .  (2, 3) . It is similar to the belief of the researcher which is enhanced through aforementioned evidences. Thus, there is a close relationship between Ixmw-sk / a group of Msxtyw and the form of the bull's thigh. It should be mentioned that the set of Ixmw-sk considered as passengers accompany god Ra during his heavenly voyage to the afterlife through the sacred [daily] boat named ManDt (i) [6, 12] . Therefore, the ancient Egyptian consider these immortal stars located in the northern hemisphere [6, 12] .
And because in some cases, the deceased can be control of those stars or become their leader during sailing of the sacred boat of god Ra throughout its heavenly voyage to the afterlife/ the everlasting life (i) [6, 12] .
Ixmw-wrD
The ancient Egyptian was able to know the celestial objects/stars since the prehistoric ages. Through observing and learning about certain stars, it was noticeably divided into individual or singular and gather or set of moving within the stellar constellation like a group of five stars represented on a pallet dating back to the era of Naqada II and discovered in Gerzeh (rrr) . It was made of schist and now preserved at the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities No.43103, fig.  (7) (sss) [49, 50] .
Figure (7) A group of five stars depicted on the Gerzeh' palette dating back to the era of Naqada II.
(after Lesko, 1999 ).
It represent a cow' face with the two horns, and the stars were distributed around it, two of these stars dangled from its ears look like as earrings, while there is one of these stars seem on its head as an ornament of the crown, and there are two stars on both sides of its two horns. Scholars agree that the cow is a representation of the goddess Bat. Therefore, there is a scene was pictured on surface of a vase dating back to the 1 st . dynasty [51] . Thus, may be that group of stars represent the set of Ixmw-wrD, which consist of five stars. Therefore, this constellation considered of the oldest celestial objects known by the ancient Egyptian. So the set of Ixmw-sk as well as the set of Ixmw-wrD are representation of the celestial gods. This is become clear through the association of these astral entities representing the crew of sacred boat of god Ra (ii) . And confirmed by the spell No.53 of coffin texts discussed above in the symbolism of differentiation in ancient Egyptian language (ttt) [17] . So Ixmw-wrD played a profound role in the revival the deceased' members in order to enjoy in the afterlife, that confirmed by the spell No.80 of the coffin texts mentioned above in the linguistic structure and writing forms (uuu) [17] . As well as the spell No.43 of the coffin texts noted the profound impact of the Ixmw-wrD in the everlasting life, which states the following (vvv) [17] .
in Ixmw-wrD mAA.sn wsrw (n) [N] hA.f m tA m NTr Ds.f "By the immortal stars, they can see the power (of the deceased) when go down on earth as a god by himself [personally]"
(www) [17] .
By Ixmw-wrD can revive the deceased every night in order to across accompany god Ra throughout his heavenly voyage to the everlasting life /afterlife through the sacred [night] boat named Msktt. Therefore, the ancient Egyptian considers these immortal stars located in the southern hemisphere as passengers accompany god Ra [6] . Similarly, by the set of Ixmw-sk in some cases, the deceased can be control of those stars or become their leader during sailing to the afterlife/ the everlasting life (i) [6, 12] . That confirmed by the chapter No.102 of the book of the dead aforementioned in the linguistic structure and writing forms (xxx) [33] . The ancient Egyptian tried carefully to identify the secrets of his surrounding universe and the beginnings of creation, as well as the nature of heaven and the celestial bodies that move in it through his daily observations of what surrounds him of natural and cosmic phenomena [1, 2] . The infinite and unchanging nature of the stars of the northern and southern hemisphere/Polar and Nonpolar influenced the development of the ancient Egyptians' astronomy and their beliefs regarding the life after death. Every Egyptian temple was a complex model of the cosmos, and thus many forms of stars, constellations and stellar deities grace temple ceilings. In instances where the night sky was charted on the ceiling, brighter stars were sometimes designated by circles like the sun disks. In decorative uses, the sky' body of the goddess Nwt/Nut was decorated with five-pointed stars [10, 52] . It was believed that the astral forms were mainly entities located in the northern hemisphere, some of them are Polar and others are Non-polar according to the scope of the proximity and distance from the center of the northern section. Examples of these astral entities exist in the northern hemisphere; a set of immortal stars Ixmw-sk. While the ancient Egyptians considered that the constellation located in the southern hemisphere was a set of Non-polar stars including a group of moving stars called Ixmw-wrD According to the ancient Egyptians' point of view the cosmic phenomena (aaaa) , fig s . (1,2,  4,7) [10, 43, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Religious symbols are used to convey concepts concerned with humanity's relationship to the holy and also to his social and physical cosmos, so the concept of the religious symbol also embraces an abundantly wide variety of meanings, so the symbolical aspect of ancient Egyptian religion has a profound symbolic impact on the art in ancient Egypt. Thus, the ancient Egyptian did not illustrate the cosmos in a pure physical concept (zzz) [54]. It was believed that the stars did not just inhabit this mundane earth, but in the _wAt/Duat (Land of the afterlife) as well. The Egyptians believed that the BA/soul of the deceased might ascend to the sky to live as a star in heaven. Many tombs also featured deep blue ceilings dotted with bright yellow stars in the exact shape of the Hieroglyphic form in hopes to make the BA/soul feel at its new dwelling place. The stars were called the "Followers of the god Wsir/Osiris", and represented the souls of deceased in the afterworld in order to obtain the everlasting life. The fivepointed stars within a circle were the Egyptian symbols of the Duat/_wAt (yyy) [9,10,52,58]. These five stars appeared since the pre-dynastic age, specifically at the era of Naqada II as aforementioned of Gerzeh palette (bbbb) , fig. (7) [49, 50, 59] . In the later eras played an important role in ancient Egyptian social concepts and religious beliefs, especially during the Old kingdom up to the end of Greek and Roman eras (bbbb) [49, 50] . It should be mentioned also that these five stars are the sons of Nwt /Nut, which born during the Epagomenal five days and mention in the ancient Egyptian sources as; pyramid texts, coffin texts, book of the dead and the books of the next world, and named "Mswt-Ntrw;Mswt-Nwt". This is without specifying their respective entities, which termed as "Ixmw-sk; Ixmw-wrd; Ixmw-wrs" (cccc) [9, 14, 49, 50, [59] [60] [61] . It should be noted that the deceased ascend to the sky accompany the stars Ixmw-sk, which do not disappear forever [by day]. Likewise, accompany the stars Ixmw-wrD that which does not go away [by night] to live as a star-shape to enjoy with everlasting life. Thus, there are two forms of stars in ancient Egypt, the first form used in the linguistic syntax Ixmwsk to express a set of "timeless stars by day", that the deceased looked forward to rise to the heavens and become an undying star. Whilst the second form used in the linguistic syntax Ixmw-wrd to express a group of "immortal stars by night". So, the deceased can live the everlasting life through these two sets of stars which do not disappear during the day or by night (cccc) [14, 60] . The ancient Egyptian civilization throughout the historical ages achieved an important development in the astronomy, it was noticeably appeared on the ceilings of temples, tombs and coffin covers [5, 62] . So, the ancient Egyptian build the ceilings of the tombs like a vault of the sky, also featured deep blue ceilings dotted with bright yellow stars (dddd) [63] . Moreover, there are some coffins of Assiut dating back to the First intermediate period included for the first time the simple models of astronomical scenes represented a square units adjoining in two parallel rows, the later depicted, specifically during the new kingdom by more detail. The most important notice in these astronomical sections were keen to distinguish clearly between the southern stars hemispheres through depicting a set of star ¤AHw and the northern stars hemispheres through depicting a set of Msxtyw (eeee) [42] [43] [44] [45] , that confirmed by the coffin of Itf-ib of Assiut (ffff) , fig. (4) [42] [43] .
Symbolism of astronomical differentiation between Ixmw-sk and Ixmw-wrD
Northern stars Ixmw-sk (The set of Ursa Major)
A group of seven stars, located in the northern hemisphere, looks like a bull' thigh, the ancient Egyptians knew these astral entities as a set of immortal stars Ixmw-sk or a set of Ursa Major, what they named Msxtyw, fig. (2) . The word Msxtyw was followed by two determinatives like:
(ccc) [9] . They considered it as the most important feature of the northern hemisphere, which consists of the seven brightest stars. Plutarch entitled this group as "The spirit of Typhoon", due to the merger between the Roman god Typhoon with the Egyptian god Seth/¤wtx, both of them appeared to be a representation of a male hippopotamus (gggg) , fig s (2,3,  4,6 ) [6, [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . The astral entities monitored by the ancient Egyptians, who knew that the sky was divided into northern and southern hemispheres separated by a winding channel called Mr-n-xA, each section contains astral entities which has unique cosmic qualities that distinguish them from other stars. The ancient Egyptians believed that the astral shapes were mainly entities located in the northern hemisphere, some of them are Polar and others are Non-polar according to the scope of the proximity and distance from the center of the northern section, fig. (1) [6] . The representative scenes of these northern stars Ixmw-sk (The set of Ursa Major) were since the first intermediate period, as aforementioned of the coffin of Itf-ib Je 36444 (kkk) , fig.  (4) [42, 43] . In the later eras played an important role in ancient Egyptian religious beliefs, thus these stars appeared at the burial chamber' ceiling of the incomplete tomb "TT 353" at Thebes on the West bank of the Nile. The tomb was built during the eighteenth dynasty, and it belonged to Queen Hatshepsut's vizier ¤nnmwt /Senenmut, "also known as Senmut" (hhhh) , fig s . (8,9) [43, 55, [69] [70] [71] [72] . The astronomical scenes registered at Senenmut's tomb were on two levels or two registers, one above the other; the upper' register separated through vertical lines into thirty-six sections. These sections' number reflected the year weeks' number or decimal units, each of them carried the name of one star of the thirty-six decanal stars. Likewise, the lower' level depicted the twelve months of the year in twelve circles; each of them subdivided into twenty-four units. Probably to express hours of the day and the night. Each month called a name expressing to the nature of this month, while according to Parker' study the registered months referring to the lunar months, fig s . (8, 9) [52, 55, 69, 72, 73] . The twelve months arranged and divided carefully by the ancient Egyptians registered equally on two registers; the first register that is above the other one, and so, there is a differentiate limit between them. The right side, according to the differentiate limit be represented eight months; the upper ones represented the four months of the flood season, the lower ones represented the four months of the planting season. Whilst the left side, according to the differentiate limit be represented the four months of the harvesting season [43, 70, 71] . On the both sides, according to the differentiate limit be represented the months' circles, fig s .  (8, 9) , fig s . (1, 4, 7) [6, 11, 12] . They are a group of stars that are distanced from the North Pole including a series of non-polar stars and moving planets. Krauss believed that the group of Ursa Minor follows the path of the star ¤AH in the southern hemisphere as aforementioned in the coffin texts spell No.53, 241, a-b, which confirms that the path of five tireless stars "Ixmw-wrD" is the same path of the star ¤AH in the southern hemisphere.
This interpretation increases the probability of including the group Ixmw-wrD on a set of linked stars as proven by the name of Ixmw-wrD means the stars "Which do not know weariness", and reflects the nature of astrological moving to these stars that located in the southern hemisphere [6] [9, 39, 40] . These are a set of five rotating planets; Venus and Mercury, which the ancient Egyptians named "the morning and evening stars". Whilst Mars was called the "Red Hur", Jupiter the "sparkling star", and finally Saturn named the "Bull Hur" (jjjj) [39, 41] . The ancient Egyptians considered Msxtyw the most significant feature of the northern hemisphere, and considered ¤AH the most central feature of the southern hemisphere as it was written in the form , a constellation which took a star determinative, as well as a seated god . It should be noted that the nature of the stars making up the ¤AH constellation was and still is a matter of debate among Archeastronomers, which remains undecided [6] . The researcher believes there is a relation between the constellations Ixmw-wrD and the ¤AH, and this hypothesis was based on spell No.124 of the coffin texts, which aforementioned in the symbolism of differentiation between the two sets (iii) (kkkk) [17] . So that indicates the group ¤AH is composed of five stars (jjj) [38] . Furthermore, the group of Ixmw-wrD is composed also of fivestars, so probably there is an applicable link to study such link, the existence of this should be developed by a simple comparison between both of constellations 
